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GENERAL COURSE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

4A13CSC : Database Management System

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks: 40

SECTION -A

1 ' one word answer : (8xo'5=4)

a)-acollectionofconceptua|too|sfordescribingdata,datasemantics
and consistency constraints.

b) Which problem is compounded when constraints involve in severalilata items

from different file ?

c)'Proceduratlanguage and Non Procedural language in -

d) describes the logical structure of a database graphically.

- e) Normalization is developed by-
f) BCNF stands for-
g) 

- 

is allow to combine the information from two relations.

h)|fthetuplevariab|esarea|lboundvariab|esinaWFFisca||ed

FISECTION_ B

Write shbrt notes on any seven of the following questions : (7x2=14)

2. iWhat is database management system ?

3. What is data abstraction ?

4. What do you mean by normalization database ? '

P.T.O.
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5, List out the different types of DML tanguiges in database.

6. What is Triggers ?

7. Define materialized view.

8. Write note on DCL commands.

9. What do you mean by assertion ?
tr'

lO.'Wnat are the two types of multi valued dependency ?

1 1. Why use DROP command in SQL ?

SECTION - C

Answerany four of the following questions : (4x3=12)

12. Whafare the different levels in data abstraction ?

13. Differentiate a file processing system and a DBMS.

14. Explain 2NF and 3NF. Write example.

15. What are the disadvantages in hierarchical data model ?

16. Explain difference and intersection, Cartesian production relationalalgebra

17. What do you mean by relational calculus ?

SECTION - D

Write an essay on any two of the following questions. (2x5=10)

1 8. Explain with detail fundamental operation in relational algebrq.

19, Explain Entity relational model with example.

20. Brief ngte on Relationalcalculus

21. Explain in detail 1 NF, SNF and BCNF.


